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Abstract 

Traditional security abnormal behavior detection algorithms are difficult to adapt to the 
Industrial Internet of Things scenario. To this end, an algorithm for detecting abnormal 
behaviors of the Industrial Internet of Things based on random inspections is proposed. 
Based on the clustered hierarchical Industrial Internet of Things topology, it manages 
the number of network nodes and sets different inspection inspection rates according to 
the reputation value interval. Detect and analyze the communication behavior attributes 
of nodes in the network such as packet loss rate and transmission delay, perform 
reputation evaluation, and then discover abnormal behaviors of the nodes and detect 
different types of malicious attacks. Simulation results show that the new abnormal 
behavior detection algorithm improves the detection accuracy without affecting the life 
of the network. The proposed random inspection mechanism helps the algorithm to find 
malicious nodes with low energy consumption and high efficiency, and improves the 
security of the Industrial Internet of Things. 
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1. Introduction 

With the widespread application of the Industrial Internet of Things(IIoT) technology in the industrial 

field, the security situation facing the IIoT is becoming more and more severe, especially the security 

vulnerability and vulnerability characteristics of the IIoT nodes, which has caused it It was highly 

concerned[1].The common sensor nodes of theIIoT are mostly deployed in an open environment, 

facing threats from all aspects of the network, and because the common sensor node resources are 

extremely limited, they cannot be equipped with a high energy consumption security protection 

system. Therefore, low-energy consumption and high-efficiency security protection systems have 

become the focus of research on IIoT security. 

Reference [2] proposed an abnormal behavior detection method based on data fusion, and used data 

fusion to discover abnormal behavior of nodes in the network, which can find most attacks and control 

overheads; Reference[3] proposed an abnormal behavior detection method based on secure routing, 

this method detects and suppresses the abnormal behavior of malicious nodes in the network by 

recording the forwarding evidence of the nodes during the communication process; Reference 

[4]proposed an abnormal behavior detection method based on the behavior characteristics of nodes, 

judged the fault status of itself and its neighboring nodes through the behavior characteristics of nodes. 

Node's fault status; Reference [5]proposed abnormal behavior detection based on data analysis to 

determine whether there are malicious nodes by detecting the data collected by sensor nodes and the 
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working status of the nodes; Reference [6] proposed an abnormal behavior detection method based 

on reputation analysis. By establishing a BRSN trust evaluation model, the expectation of the 

reputation distribution to obtain the node trust value was used to detect malicious nodes in WSNs; 

Reference [7] proposed a new reputation evaluation method based on the trust measurement of nodes 

and the recommendations of neighboring nodes on the basis of reputation evaluation; Reference [8] 

proposed a security clustering-based abnormal behavior detection scheme, which uses data 

encryption technology at the cluster head node to detect and identify anomalies. Nodes then use the 

least resources to provide security. 

The abnormal behavior detection methods proposed in the above references provide a certain 

theoretical basis for the research in this field, but for the specific application scenarios of the IIoT, its 

depth needs to be further extended. For the lack of security and resources of the IIoT sensor nodes, a 

low-energy consumption and high-efficiency IIoT abnormal behavior detection algorithm needs to 

be established. To sum up, this paper proposes and constructs an IIoT security abnormal behavior 

detection algorithm based on random inspection. It detects low-energy consumption and high-

efficiency abnormal behavior detection by detecting node communication behavior and random 

inspection.  

2. Model description 

The hierarchical abnormal behavior detection model proposed in this paper is based on a clustered 

network topology and uses a hierarchical reputation management mechanism. The model is divided 

into three layers from top to bottom according to the functions of the wireless sensor network nodes. 

As shown in Figure (1), it is a hierarchical structure node abnormal behavior detection model used in 

this paper. 

 

Figure 1 Network structure 

The convergence node is located at the base station in the IIoT. By analyzing the location of ordinary 

nodes in the network, it communicates with the cluster head of the cluster where the node is located 

to obtain its reputation value, analyzes its communication behavior, and completes the 

communication behavior of all nodes in the network. Unified and coordinated management. The 

cluster head node is responsible for calculating and storing the reputation value of all ordinary sensor 

nodes in the cluster, and it can also complete the global node reputation inspection work by 

communicating with the sink node[9]. A large number of ordinary sensor nodes are located at the 

bottom of the network, and are responsible for basic data collection, while also providing cluster head 

nodes with evaluation reference information for communication behavior. 

The LEACH-C clustering protocol is an improved algorithm based on the LEACH protocol. This 

paper will use this routing protocol as the underlying protocol 
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3. Algorithm description 

3.1 Random inspection 

The historical behavior records accumulated by the nodes during the communication process are the 

key to the abnormal behavior detection algorithm in the traditional reputation evaluation model. 

Malicious nodes no longer continuously attack the network as before, but use various methods to 

conduct targeted attacks. For concealed hidden attacks, malicious nodes or camouflage nodes make 

their reputation values fluctuate through deception or intermittent attacks[10]. In order to detect the 

abnormal behavior in the above network, this paper proposes a random inspection mechanism. The 

random patrol mechanism is to randomly check the nodes in the network by the aggregating node and 

check the real-time communication behavior of the patrolled nodes to update the node's reputation 

value. 

The patrol inspection rate of the traditional abnormal behavior detection mechanism usually adopts a 

fixed law. Although it has a detection effect on ordinary continuous attack malicious nodes, deceptive 

malicious nodes can use normal communication to avoid patrols when being inspected, so it is 

necessary to reduce unnecessary Node tour time and make the node tour inspection rate more 

intelligent and effective[11]. 

In this paper, the reputation value of all nodes in the network is uniformly divided, and the concept 

of reputation interval is proposed. The reputation value ranges from 0 to 1 and a multi-level threshold 

is set, tsR  is the credibility threshold, 1R  is the suspicion reputation value, 2R  is the normal 

reputation value, 3R  is the trustworthy reputation value,  0, tsR  is the malicious nodes blacklist, 

 3 ,1R  is the trusted node white list，The three different sections that need to be inspected are 

1( , ]tsR R , 1 2( , ]R R  and 2 3( , )R R . Each interval has a different inspection rate. This paper sets the 

patrol inspection rate of different reputation intervals as shown in formula (1): 
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cnN is the node's continuous normal communication statistics, cmM is the node's continuous abnormal 

communication statistics. 

As shown in the above expression, the reputation value is more closer to the blacklisted and 

whitelisted nodes, the less frequently they are patrolled, the maximum inspection rate is observed 

when they are in the 1( , ]tsR R  range. When the node reputation value is in the malicious node blacklist 

or trusted node white list, the system will no longer patrol it, so as not to cause unnecessary 

consumption, which meets the low-power performance requirements of the model in this paper. 

3.2 Node abnormal communication behavior detection 

The detection of the communication behavior of nodes in the IIoT is the key to judging whether there 

is abnormal behavior in the network. The trust degree is calculated through the detection of various 

related communication parameters to provide a reference for further judgment of malicious nodes [12]. 

Aiming at the attack behavior of most malicious nodes, this paper selects three types of node 

communication parameters or attributes: packet integrity, packet transmission rate, and transmission 

delay ratio, and uses these three attributes as detection indicators of abnormal behavior. 

(1) Data packet integrity 

Data packet integrity is an important indicator for detecting abnormal behaviors of nodes in the 

network to tamper with data packets. Data packet integrity detection usually uses a watchdog 

mechanism. The main principle of the watchdog mechanism is to monitor the consistency of received 

data packets Each node, each time the source node forwards the data packet, it will monitor whether 
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the next routing node has tampered with or discarded the data packet within a communication cycle. 

If the data packet received by the next routing node is inconsistent with the data packet sent by the 

source node, the data packet integrity evaluation status is set to 0ijP = . On the contrary, if the 

comparison result is consistent, it means that the normal forwarding behavior is performed and the 

data packet integrity evaluation status is set to 1ijP = . 

(2) The data packet transmission rate 

The data packet transmission rate is the probability of whether the next routing node of the source 

node successfully receives the data packet forwarded by the source node. It is an important indicator 

for detecting whether the node has packet loss behavior. The ratio between the number of packets and 

the number of packets received by the next routing node from the source node. Therefore, the data 

packet transmission rate ijD  can be expressed as: 

sd

ij

ij td

ij

D
D

D
=                                   (2) 

sd

ijD  indicates the number of data packets received by the next routing node from the source node, 

and 
td

ijD  indicates the number of data packets sent from the source node to the next routing node. 

(3) Transmission delay 

To ensure the timeliness and effectiveness of data collected by sensor nodes in the IIoT, it is necessary 

to monitor the interval between nodes receiving and forwarding data packets. In a communication 

cycle, whenever the source node receives a data packet that needs to be forwarded, it starts to count 

the time required for the node to send the data packet completely. For the convenience of analysis, 

this paper compares the statistical delay time with the communication cycle time 𝑇1. Therefore, the 

node's transmission delay ijT  can be expressed as: 
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dT  represents the delay time, and cT  represents the time of one communication cycle. 

In summary, the comprehensive evaluation expression of the abnormal communication behavior of 

the node can be finally established as: 
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As shown in formulas (4) and (5), when the integrity of the data packet is detected to be tampered 

( 0ijP = ), that is ijS =1, which indicates that the node's communication behavior is abnormal; When 

it is detected that the integrity of the data packet has not been tampered (that is 1ijP = ) a combination 

of the packet transmission rate and the transmission delay is added, and a comprehensive evaluation 

threshold for the communication behavior ( thresholdS ) of the node is set on this basis. When 

ij thresholdS S , it means that the node communication is normal. Then increase the normal 

communication behavior of the node( 1α α= + ), when ij thresholdS S , increase the abnormal 
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communication behavior of the node( 1β β= + ). Finally, the node's communication behavior count, 

joint Bayesian evaluation method and fitting to the Beta distribution are used to obtain the reputation 

value of any node in the network as shown in formula (6): 

1

2
ij

α
R

α β

+
=

+ +
                                (6) 

4. Simulation and analysis 

This article is simulated and analyzed on the Network Simulator 2 network simulation platform. The 

simulation experiment parameters are set as follows: the node reputation value is between 0-1, the 

initial value is 1, and the reputation threshold is 0.25tsR = , Reputation value ranges are [0,0.25] , 

(0.25,0.5] , (0.5,0.8] , (0.8,0.95)  and [0.95,1] , the malicious nodes blacklist is [0,0.25] , the 

trusted node white list is [0.95,1] . 

This article has a total of 100 nodes in the anti-real environment, of which 10 are malicious nodes, 5 

are persistent attack malicious nodes, and 5 are deceptive malicious nodes. 

This paper evaluates the network performance of the abnormal behavior detection model from the 

aspects of network survival time and energy consumption. Figure 2 is a comparison of the abnormal 

behavior detection model of this paper and the LEACH-C algorithm on the number of remaining 

surviving nodes. Among the cases where the LEACH-C protocol is not added to the malicious node, 

the network running time of this mechanism is longer than the LEACH-C protocol running time An 

increase of about 100s, about 18.8%. It can be seen that the abnormal behavior detection model in 

this paper effectively extends the system running time. 

 

Figure 2 Network survival time comparison 

Compare the changes in the reputation value of various nodes under this abnormal behavior detection 

model, as shown in Figure 3. Although the reputation value of normal nodes fluctuates at the 

beginning, there is no abnormal communication behavior in the entire network process. Under this 
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mechanism, its reputation value returns and stays around 1.The continuous attack type malicious 

node's reputation value decreases significantly within the reputation interval of 0.8 ~ 0.95, and within 

the reputation interval of 0.5 ~ 0.8, due to the increase in the rate of random patrolling inspection, its 

reputation value drops rapidly within this interval, and its reputation value is adjusted by this 

mechanism. Dropped below 0.25 to remove the network.The camouflage malicious node's reputation 

value declines slowly in the reputation interval of 0.8 ~ 0.95, which is related to its attack 

characteristics. In order to achieve the purpose of camouflage, its attack interval is longer. Within the 

reputation interval of 0.5 ~ 0.8, the model's patrol inspection rate increases. Its reputation value 

quickly dropped to about 0.6. At this time, the node pretends to be a normal node to communicate, 

causing its reputation value to fluctuate. However, the frequency of patrolling of nodes in this interval 

is significantly higher, and the second time abnormal communication is patrolled. At that time, its 

reputation value quickly drops below the threshold and is removed from the network.The comparison 

shows that the abnormal behavior detection algorithm in this paper has a good detection effect for 

different types of attack behaviors. 

 

Figure 3 Changes in the reputation value of various nodes 

Figures 4 and 5 show the comparison of several methods on the number of malicious nodes and the 

identification rate of malicious nodes. Among them, the scheme in [14] is to achieve the identification 

of malicious and faulty nodes in a hierarchical sensor network by using double weighted trust 

evaluation Detection. The malicious node detection method in [15] achieves the effect of identifying 

malicious nodes by setting a de-redundancy mechanism.As can be seen from Figure 4, except that 

the algorithm in [14] is superior to the random inspection mechanism in this paper in the middle of 

sampling, in other cases the false detection rate of this algorithm is lower than the algorithms in the 

other two documents, and the malicious node detection rate is also significantly higher. Algorithms 

in the other two References.It can be seen from Figure 5 that when the proportion of malicious nodes 

in the network is low, there is no significant difference in the recognition rate of malicious nodes 

between the algorithm in this paper and the control group algorithm. As the number of malicious 
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nodes in the network continues to increase, the random inspection mechanism in this paper uses 

reputation The value of patrol between partitions increases the patrol inspection rate of the 

corresponding section. The recognition rate of malicious nodes is higher than the other two models.  

 

Figure 4 Number of malicious nodes identified 

 

Figure 5 Malicious node identified rate 
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5. Conclusion 

The algorithm for detecting abnormal behaviors of the Industrial Internet of Things based on random 

inspection proposed in this paper can effectively improve the security of the network with a small 

amount of energy consumption.The model in this paper is based on a clustered hierarchical industrial 

IoT network topology. The corresponding random tour inspection rate is set according to the 

reputation value interval. The node ’s forwarding rate, transmission delay, and other communication 

behaviors are inspected for reputation analysis, and quickly detect different types of malicious attack 

nodes with as little energy consumption as possible.The simulation results show that the abnormal 

behavior detection model based on the random inspection mechanism can not only effectively 

improve the security performance of the network under low energy consumption, but also detect the 

abnormal behavior in the network faster and more effectively. 
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